Technology Solutions

Streamline your processes and
maximize efficiency with the
right technology.
Technology can be overwhelming. Choose the wrong solution and you’ll lose money,
waste time and possibly even jeopardize your reputation. Choose the right solution,
however, and you’ll streamline processes, maximize efficiency and have the freedom to
give your team the occasional Friday afternoon off.
At CorpSource, we know innovative solutions, what they can do, what they can’t and
which ones are best for you. We’re not resellers or hired guns for some computer firm.
We’re objective and neutral. We’ll never tell you that a solution makes sense for your
business because it makes sense for our bottom line.
Once we help select a solution, we’ll meticulously plan the implementation. Integrations
run smoothly, interruptions are kept to a minimum and your superstar status will
remain intact.

Benefits of CorpSource Technology Solutions
• streamline processes
• maximize efficiency
• increase production
• unbiased, expert advice on the systems best for you

We’re the technology experts.
CorpSource will design, implement and
maintain the ideal technology solution for
your department.

Technology Solutions services include:
• custom designed solutions to meet your individual needs
• implementation and integration planning and assistance
• continuing support
• minimal interruptions

About CorpSource
CorpSource combines the dynamic response and personal attention of a
boutique firm, with the experience and capabilities of a Big 4 consultancy.
We get things done – quickly and professionally.

We understand your technology challenges firsthand. Before founding
CorpSource, we spent more than 20 years working in the tax, legal and
finance departments of Fortune 500 companies. We walked in your shoes
and dealt with your issues. More importantly, we created the solutions to
solve those issues. Right now, with a unique portfolio of technology tools
and outsourcing strategies, we can design, implement and maintain the
ideal technology solution for your corporate tax department.
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